
Mini Metro

**About Mini Metro**

Mini Metro is a subway simulator in which players have to develop an efficient subway system for

a growing city.

In Mini Metro you plan and build subway lines, which should connect a big city in the best possible

way. However, as the city is in a steady growth and thus more and more passengers come to you,

you must plan your route network particularly cleverly and above all efficiently. You only have

limited resources to build railways or routes. In addition, you can participate in daily challenges

and prove that you have planning talent and can develop efficient routes.

**Mini Metro - Features:** 

- Plan an efficient subway map: Mini Metro is a tricky subway simulator where you'll need to

develop highly efficient subway maps for various large cities. Build stations, connect the stations

and send trains, so your passengers do not have to wait too long. In order that the whole city is

well connected and your metro system runs smoothly, efficient map planning is crucial. Think

about where a stop makes sense and how to connect to other lines. Although you have limited

resources, you still need to add new stops, lines or trains to your system at regular intervals, as

unfortunately the city is growing steadily.

- Adapt to the city: The difficult thing about Mini Metro is that the city is growing steadily, and so

more and more passengers want to use the subway of your city. In order that your subway can

cope with this onslaught and that all passengers can be reliably transported from A to B, it is

essential to expand your subway map. However, as the cities grow randomly and growth cannot

be predicted, the game always remains exciting and unique.

- Participate in daily challenges: In Mini Metro you can not only plan and expand your subway map,

but also face daily challenges. In these challenges you have to prove your planning skills against

players from all over the world.

- Normal vs. Extreme Mode: Mini Metro can be played in both normal mode and extreme mode. In

Extreme Mode, there are even more tricky challenges for you where you have to prove your

planning talents. 

Conclusion: Mini Metro is a tricky puzzle game for smartphones and tablets, where you can

experience first-hand how difficult the planning of subway systems can be.


